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110 All Around

The traditional feel makes this model an old ball 

players dream. The knob is classic, there’s plenty of 

meat in the barrel, and the handle is something to 

hang on too. 0.970          2.470        2.000         

133 All Around

The 133 is a combinatio of two different bats into 

one. The round knob and smaller handle were 

added to the 131 barrel. 0.940          2.470        1.930         

104 (DW7) All Around

This is one of the biggest bat we make. It is just 

thick everywhere. There is a lot to hit with when 

using the 104. 0.950          2.570        2.000         

115 (Titan) All Around

Made from high density billets, this model is a solid 

option for the player looking for an extra hard 

barrel along with a long handle. 0.950          2.460        2.000         

118 (AP5) All Around

The 118 is made to do it all. The long barrel gives 

you more plate coverage while the tight radius 

creates backspin and allows us to use high density 

hard billets. 0.945          2.450        2.000         

130 (R10) All Around

The 130 has a long slender barrel making it denser 

which provides a harder hitting surface. A tighter 

barrel radius makes for more back spin. 0.940          2.460        1.860         

134 (Max Bat 

118) All Around

The 134 gives the hitter a well-balanced bat with a 

large barrel. This is a rare combination and a 

durable option. 0.975          2.510        2.000         

136 (R26) All Around

The 136 provides good control.  We use a pretty 

dense billet with this model which provides some 

good pop. The combination of a denser billet and 

longer barrel 0.950          2.430        2.000         

137 (C4R) All Around

This bat features a nice sized solid barrel with a 

comfortable handle. A good middle of the road 

option. 0.940          2.460        2.000         

DK99 (G27) All Around

The DK99 is very similar to the MT27 but with a 

coned shaped handle which provides for a more 

comfortable and flexible swing. 0.920          2.500        2.000         

H22 All Around

The H22 is designed for a quick powerful swing. The 

speed generated through the zone along with the 

high density wood will result in many hard hit balls. 0.945          2.500        2.000         

K55 All Around

This model has been around for a very long time. 

Mickey Mantle used the same shaped bat during 

portions of his career. 0.970          2.500        2.000         

MT27 All Around

The MT27 is a good all-around bat.  IT provides 

good control but with adequate power.  This bats 

allows for an efficient but powerful swing. 0.930          2.500        2.000         

TW 100 (A10) All Around

This model has a big barrel with a handle and nob 

that help shift the weight down from the barrel. 0.940          2.520        2.000         
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103 All-Around

The 103 is a scaled down version of the 610. We 

took off about 9 hundredths of an inch to keep the 

610 feel in a smaller bat. 0.960          2.510        2.000         

107 Control

The 107 is made for a player with smaller hands. 

The thin handle allow for easier barrel control as 

well as a more efficient wrist snap while swinging. 0.910          2.420        1.900         

131 Control

The 131 is a good bat for getting back to the 

basics.  The thick transition is very forgiving for a 

player not squaring the ball up often. 0.975          2.470        2.000         

141 Control

The Model 141 is a good contact bat. It has a long 

barrel as well as a thick transition area. 0.940          2.460        1.860         

180 Control

This model is well balanced and made from high 

density billets resulting in a lot of hard hit balls. 0.930          2.420        1.920         

271 Control

No sacrifices with this bat.   The tapered design 

provides great control but with some serious pop 

due to the high density of the billet. 0.910          2.500        2.000         

127 (73) Control

The large nob makes this already balanced bat 

feel like it is handle heavy. This is a great bat for 

quick swings. 0.910          2.430        2.350         

DD26 Control

The DD26 is very similar to the 271 except for the 

knob. This model features a handle that run straight 

to the knob like a youth bat. 0.900          2.470        2.000         

106 Power

The 106 is a slight variation of the 105. We added 

thickness to the barrel as well as a more traditional 

knob. 0.930          2.530        2.000         

109 Power

Wrap your bottom hand around the ball knob, get 

the bats momentum going with the top and fell 

the momentum of you swing. This is what the 109 

offers. 0.970          2.570        1.900         

122 Power

The 122’s end loaded weight distribution produces 

some serious momentum as the barrel connects 

with the ball. 0.925          2.520        1.900         

135 Power

The 135 presents a large barrel with a thin handle 

that whips the sweet spot through the strike zone. 0.890          2.530        1.860         

325 Power

This model has a large long sweet spot with a thick 

handle making it a very durable option. 1.000          2.540        2.120         

610 Power

There is not a bat with more mass on the market.  

The 610 has an old school, classic feel. 1.050          2.580        2.000         

105 (710) Power

The knob of this bat feels very natural and helps 

balance the long backspin generating barrel. 0.950          2.450        2.050         
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111 (C4) Power

The 111 is made to hit dingers. The barrel gives any 

swing plenty of power and has a lot of square 

footage to make up for poor contact. 0.900          2.550        2.000         

116 (MG1) Power

The thick, long barrel creates a large sweet spot 

making this one of our best-selling models. 0.935          2.550        1.930         

119 (BR1) Power

This model has a short but bat barrel to go with a 

skinny whippy handle. The ball will really fly with 

good contact, but there is not much room for error. 0.900          2.580        2.350         

CU26 Power

With the CU26, there is no wasted wood. The bat is 

made up of almost nothing but the handle and 

barrel. It’s made to do damage, not protect. 0.920          2.500        1.950         

i13 Power

Looking for a little forgiveness in your swing?  

Between the width and length, the i13 has one 

serious barrel which should make making contact 

a little bit easier. 0.940          2.580        2.000         

i13c Power

We took the i13 and added about 5 hundredths of 

an inch to the handle.  The thicker handle makes it 

a little harder to break the handle.  It also provides 

a bit more balance. 1.000          2.580        2.050         

243

Transition/All 

Around

If you are new to wood bats, this is a good place 

to start.  The 243 combines the best attributes of 

other models without sacrificing control or power. 0.960          2.530        2.000         

288 Transition/All Around

Many times a larger barrel means you sacrifice 

some control.  Not with the 288.  You will 

appreciate the balance between a significant 

barrel and exceptional control. 0.970          2.550        2.000         

C243 Transition/All Around

Looking for the long-ball, then the C243 is your bat.  

The C243 has a big barrel and is end loaded which 

helps your swing accelerate through the strike 

zone. 0.925          2.600        2.000         

101 Transition/Control

A solid option for a player looking to make good 

contact with every swing is the 101. It is easy to 

control and has great balance for a precise hitter. 0.920          2.450        2.000         

102 Transition/Control

This bat is an excellent choice for the player who is 

just getting into their first wood bat. It is solid in the 

transition area and well balanced making the 

metal to wood switch easy. 0.950          2.480        2.000         

191 Transition/Control

Nice all around bat. Makes for an easy transition 

from metal to wood during a season. 0.935          2.500        2.000         
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